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CONCEPT
Wallen, designed by GeZa architect, is the careful combination of the lightness of glass and the warmth 
of wood. The aluminum telescopic core enclosed in a veneered wood’s shell bring the charm of this 
natural element as a key decoration component to the interior spaces.  

DOORS
Swing, Sliding, Pivot, panic high frequency doors (single or double) are available within ADOTTA 
program. 
Wallen offers different door models: doors with wooden frames and glass, solid wood doors or hollow-
core doors with sound-absorbing and insulating material. 
The Door jambs profile maintains the same aesthetic as the partition. The 12mm [1/2”] reveal is 
consistent around the door jambs providing harmony on the partition aesthetic. ADOTTA doors are 
engineered in compliance with ADA regulations.  

DESIGN
Dimensions: 67mm [2-5/8”] x 60mm [2-3/8”].  
Profiles have a system tolerance of -10mm [-3/8"] / +24mm [+15/16”]. Profiles are available in several 
standard veneered finishes and custom veneer.  

LAYOUT
Maximum full height 3000mm [10’].  
2-ways, 3-ways or 4-ways connection available, also with variable angles, made with high performing bi-
adhesive or specific corner profile. 

GLASS
Tempered and laminated – acoustic, privacy/switchable, digitally printed – glass are available with a 
thickness of 10mm[3/8”], 12mm or 12,7mm [1/2”] or 16mm [5/8”]. Glass-to-glass joints are made with a 
polished edge, with double-sided adhesive

INTEGRA SOLID WALL
Integra is a modular and customizable wall that can be connected to the Wallen partition with specific 
profiles. The internal steel structure provides solid support for a broad range of decorative cladding 
elements: wood, felt, fabric, metal, acoustic panel and magnetic whiteboards. 

SUSTAINABILITY AND PERFORMANCE
Impact resistance and sound insulation up to 37dB. 
Swing door insulation up to 33dB.                   
Wallen is EPD certified (Product specific) and contributes to LEED projects. 
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